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THE MADVOCATE
The only Jesuit Law School Nell'spaper named after a Gay &-Lesbian Righ/s Magazine

- La Di Da, La Di Da Fordham University School of Law

Hi, there!

© The Advocate

April Fool's Day (OK, we're late, so sue us!) 1992

Advocate Folds!! Editors Immolate Selves
"We had to
By David A. Javdan
High Executioner
In a striking turn of events,
the Editors of the Advocate,
Fordham Law Schools favorite
fish wrap and bathroom reading
material, finally heeded the call
of virtually every student activity group-save the Law Review,
which benifited from favorable
comparisons with the only other
Fordham monthly publicationand decided to fold . And as an
added bonus, in accordance with
Society of the X's request that the
Advocate Editorial Board commit suicide in order to help end
the domination of our society by
white male oppressors Advocate
Editors David Javdan, Mike
G ra cia, Irene Wang, Diana
Thompson, William Bruno and
Shukie Grossman set themselves
on fire "in order to further the
grea ter good." Editorial Page
Editor Ray Liddy declined to join
his fellow editors because "I don't
want to interfere in my father's
turf."
When asked about the immolation, S.B.A. President Terri
Awesome said "We have a newspaper?" S.B.A. Vice-President
Fitz said "Serves 'em right for
invading my turf, hey, you

fin~lly

face it, Nothing ever happens here!" Editors Cry.

wanna hear my Andy Burke interpreta tion."
Dean "how come I've always
got to play ,t he bad cop?" Reilly
announced that he had launched
into an investigation of the matter in order to see if any University policies had been violated.
"While self-immolation might

not be against school rules, I have
launched a full scale investigation to determine whether or not
the self immolation violated university policy. After all, the
Atrium is a designated nonsmoking area. If so, those responsible will be punished."
Whenquestionedastohowthose

responsible, now merely a pile
of ashes on display as an abstract
in Professor Marjorie . Martin's
art gallery, could be subject to
punishment Dean Reilly merely
smiled and replied "Being a Jesuit school, we have ways to deal
those whose seek to avoid punishment through death."

Ad~rocllte Editors immolating themsehes in the 2nd & 3rd year locker-rooms after
reluizing thIlt 'nobody pll,VS Ilttention nnywII,v.
I

In a statement released
shortly after the incident,
J-ud yBethMarySueJill Tropp ,
. speaking as a leader of the'
Fordham Students Who Want To
Publicly Spend Obscene
ArnountsofTheirParentsMoney
Sponsored Fellowship announced that all was not lost "In
accordance with the schools probono and recycling policies, the
flaming remains were used to
keep several hundred homeless
men and women warm while
they waited to be fed some of
Professor Katsoris' legendary
Greek Spinach Pie." According
to sources at St. John's hospital
most of those who sampled the
good professor's pie were coming along nicely and should be
ready to eat solid foods sometime with the near future.
Initially, police investigated
rumors that in fact the Advocate
Staff had been done in by Legal
Friction Editors Andrew "It isn't
easy being cheesy" Neuman and
Johny "Why does everybody
encourage me to explore career
paths outside of law?"
Karpousous who were allegedly
unhappy because the average
issue of the Advocate, without
continued on page 3

X Society Goes Public! !!
!By William Bruno
ABDUL-HAKIM: An African sister!
Since December 1991, the Fordham SHABAZZ: Right. That's why in our
Law community has been riveted (oh all January newsletter, we pointed out how
right, mildly amused), by the monthly pam- all us white people, um, you white people,
phlets of the Black Letter X Society. This always spend the winter getting tanned
secret society has finally decided to un- and plumping your lips and building up
mask itself. I was able to interview its two your butt cheeks to return to that but that
members, Muffy Abdul-Hakim and Biff . it's the spirit of African that counts.
Shabazz.
BRUNO: Hence the "Blackness of Our
BRUNO: To be honest with you, the first Minds" section.
thing I thought when we met to set this up ABDUL-HAKIM: Exactly,and that's why
was, "My God, they're white!"
we've taken African names as a gesture of
ABDUL-HAKIM: Technically, we're . solidarity: The name white .amerikkka
white-pasty faced, melanin-poor ice (and make sure you spell that with three
people-but we identify with the struggle "k's") gave me was Muffy Cabot Lowell.
for African liberation to the point where BRUNO: Out of curiosity Biff, what was
we now consider ourselves to be meta- original name?
phorically black.
SHABAZZ: Well if you must know, it
SHABAZZ: Afri~a is the mother of us all. was Biff Randall Endicott Aldrich IV, but
There was an article in some magazine that that's typical of you people on the Advoproved tha t the common ancestor of man- cate to try to d ivert attention from the real
kind was an African.
issues.
continued on page 4
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Legal Fiction Editor-in-Chief Ousted in Coup!
Forced to Take Secondary Role as ELR Selects Follies Editors
to Head Next Years Editorial Board
By: David A. Javdan
Legal Fiction Editor and Director of the Fordham Follies Andrew Neuman has been ousted
from office and forced to take a
lowly position as Editor-in-Chief
of the Environmental Lt;zw Report.
Joining him as Managing Editor
of ELR and Co-Director of the
Follies will be Stu Kohn with a
"K." They will also be assisted
by Ficton Editor Chris Stella who
they are foolishly allowing to
handle funds. According to outgoing ELR editor Andy Burke
"We chose these guys in order to
bring some much needed credibility to the ELR. There is no
truth to the rumor that I traded
my support in order be depicted
as a major character in the Follies. Although it has, huh,jhelped
me with the babes." According
to other sources within the ELR,
however,Mr.Neumanwasgiven
the position "Because he is such
a sarcastic Smart-ass. Let him try
running this for a year and see
how funny it is."
The circumstances surrounding Mr. Neuman's departure still remain hazy. At first it
was suspected that Mr. Neuman
had to step down for health reasons. Mr. Neuman suffers from
several aggravating conditions
(to be precise, it is those around
him who actually suffer) Mr
Neuman has recently contracted
the dreaded (especially by outgoing Follies Director & whipping-boy Shari Leigh Gordon)
Stu Kohn's (with a "K") diseasethose affected tend to speak far
too loudly and rewrite crucial
scenes in the Follies at inopportune times--like while onstage;
schizophrenia-Mr. Neuman realiy believes that he is cheese
superstar "Vinnie Palsgraf" of
Follies fame (if anything from the

Adovcate Folds, cont. from page 1
even meaning to, tended to be
far funnier than even the best (to
use the term loosely) issue of the
Legal Friction. However, the investigation was dropped when
police realized that the Friction
could not survive unless it continued to leach material from
-the Advocate.
In related news, shortly after the announcement was made
that Advocate was literally no

Follies can be famous) as well as
a not so mild case of mega lomania.
Soon after the ouster, however, literally hundreds of organiza tions and individuals
claimed credit for Mr. Neuman's
ouster. Leading the suspect's
list are the staff-writers of the
Legal Fiction who have always
remained in awe of Mr.
Neuman's editorial skills. No
matter how funny or clear the
piece, Mr. Neuman would use
his powerful command of the
English language to render the
work an eloquent masterpiecealbeit intelligent and completely
devoid of humor. For reasons
still unclear to Mr. Neuman, this
miffed the other writers.
It was this ability to obfuscate, above all other, that caught
the attention for the top spot at
the ELR. Neuman, a legend in
his own mind, sought asylum
from the editors of the Environmental Law Report, the only other
organization desperate enough
to have published one of his funniest pieces. The piece was entitled "Note." During the recent elections, the outgoing editors of ELR sat back and took a
serious look at their organization. During this soul searching

the title of funniest publication
with King Ralph W. Johnson the
XXIV's article with 436 footnotes including the word "was."
However, with the help of the
local SWAT team (and a a barrel
full of Jack & Gingers) the editors
were able to restrain Mr.
johnson's all too mighty pen,
put the piece back into manageble forin, thereby ending the

Andy Neuman: As an editor, he's a great lounge singer.

...............
........
...
f
,..11

theoutgoingeditorsrea~edthat

"It takes a whole lot of suits to keep a
lawyer well dressed. "
- Henny Youngman

that Mr. Karpousis crowned himself the big bannana, or watermelon as it may be. Still not
much dissention is expected.
A:ccording to Fiction Editor Chris
Stella "Like who cares, as if the
Fiction really matters."
The lesson of all this appears
to be simple. If you wanna make
it in the big city-be a clown!

f---------------------------------------,

the ELR just couldn't cut it as a
serious organization, it held a
rather secure spot in the humor
world, save for the occasional
challenge from the Entertainment
Mass Pornography and Beer Drinking Who in the World Would Chose
Such A Long Name Law For Such
A Short Book Law Forum. The
entertaining journal, considered
alongside with the Advocate one
of the leading national legal
publications, almost snatched

mme, the Fordham Law Women
quickly launched an assault onto
the Advocate's side of the desk
and claimed it as their own territory. FLW President Miriam
Bueller (sister of distinguished
alum and trial a ttorney Ferris
Bueller) "The assault was necessary to protect the safety of our
territory. You should have seen
it. Their junk was all over the
place. Men."

threat to ELR's predominance.
Succeeding Mr. Neuman as
Editor-in-Chief will be Johnnie
"Did you catch my rock band at
the last Tang" Karpousis who
also scored himself an Editorial
Position at the Entertaining journal along with another Ficton
alum. The only obstacle now
remaining to hisascension is the
other editors who didn't know
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, Square Industries Park & Ride
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One West End Avenue
(at 60th Street)

1-800-PARK CAR
With this coupon

One Month FREE Parking
For New Monthly Customers
Pay 2 Months in Advance
Get the 3rd Month FREE
Reserved Monthly Rate $135.31 + Tax
Monthly Storage Rate $97.25 + Tax
• Open 24 hours with security
• Free Shuttle to 9th Avenue
• 10 minutes grace period for pick-up & drop-off
• Fleet and corporate accounts welcome
DAILY RATES
$1.00 OFF
WITH THIS
COUPON

Up to 12 hours $4.86 + Tax
Up to 24 hours $6.77 + Tax
(Offer good for one-3 month stay
or $1.00 off per car)
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X Society Goes Public Continued
BRUNO: Such as...
Montesquieu and Burke we're
ABDUL-HAKIM: · Such as the all of African descent but you
pervasive bigotry perpetrated at never here that because white
Fordham by white people like people are always trying to put
us...
us down.
SHABAZZ: You mean white ABDUL-HAKIM: Right, you
people like him (pointing to note that we have courses on
Bruno).
EEC and Japanese law but nothABDUL-HAKIM: Oh, right.
ing qn Gabonese law!
SHABAZZ: For example, note BRUNO: But isn't that because
how the weak, spineless American international lawyers
Fordham administration doesn't are more likely to be dealing with
have someone like Leonard companies from Europe or JaJeffries at the graduation cer- · pan than from Gabon?
emony this year. Or how come ABDUL-HAKIM: No,thatisjust
we can't get Malcolm X caps in a typical anglo rationalization
the book store?
laid down by whites like us, uh,
ABDUL-HAKIM: Or how come like you.
the SBA Update never has any SHABAZZ: In fact, the ConstiPublic Enemy in those anglo-Iy hltion wasn't actually written by
stupid contests of theirs? That is James ·Madison. White historia clear indication of the perva- ans have long conspired to hide
sive racism of the ~tudent gov- the fact that he made one of his
ernment here. SBA stands ·for slaves write and then he took the
Stuff Blacks Away.
credit for it himself.
SHABAZZ: We want to put the ABDUL-HAKIM: And we're
establishment on notice that if going to take some action on this.
we don't get some satisfaction, SHABAZZ: As soon as we can
we may have a little coup at com- get Reverend AI's number.
mencement.
ABDUL-HAKIM: Well, yeah.
ABDUL-HAKIM: Yeah, anyone BRUNO: Why stCly anonymous
got Reverend Ai's number?
for so long? InyourlastnewsletBRUNO: You never got it?
ter, you said you wer~ afraid of
ABDUL-HAKIM: Hey, we had white law students pulling conit all right. He told us he wanted nections to forclose your career
to help us deal with our oppres- options but you two are white,
sion here at Fordham and he gave except metaphorically, and from
us his number.
what you told me of your BrahBRUNO: And...
min background when we were
ABDUL-HAKIM: We don't have setting up this interview, you've
it now.
got connections.
BRUNO: You lost it.
ABDUL-HAKIM: Just rememABDUL-HAKIM: No, and that ber, being metaphorically black
is just typical of the cross-burn- we renounced the spoils of a racing, David Duke-supportmg, rac- ist society.
ist whiteys like yqu at the Advo- SHABAZZ: Except for the place
cate to assume that just because in the Hamptons ...
we're metaphorically black that ABDUL-HAKIM: And the trust
we can't hold on to a phone num- funds. But the point is that there
ber.
was a risk and if people knew
SHABAZZ: It was a conspiracy who we are they might only see
by the perpetrators of our op- the color of our skin and not the
pression-the weak, spineless blackness of our minds; meta-"
administration and the SBA, phorical blackness if a difficult
which also stands for Seriously concept to explain to most of
Believe in Apartheid,to have that you whiteys because you're so
number stolen to keep us down. hidebound wi~h 300 years of a
ABDUL-HAKIM: Absolutely, racist heritage. ·
it's all part and parcel of the SHABAZZ: And then they might
whitey conspiracy against blacks. think we're nothing but a bunch
SHABAZZ: Arid the law school of ridiculous posturers, a group
curriculum completely over- of pathetic Black Panther
looks the African origins of the wannabees who are doing a lot
law because of the plotting by of silly, pseudo-militant rhetowhite historians to expunge us ric.
from
history.
Locke, ABDUL-HAKIM: People would ,
stop taking us seriously.
BRUNO: I can't imagine why.
ABDUL-HAKIM: Well they'd
"To some lawyers,
better take us seriously or we'll
start taking it to the street.
all facts ~re created
SHABAZZ:
If someon7' s got
equal."
Reverend AI's number.
ABDUL-HAKIM: arc. Vernon
- Felix
Mason returns one of our phone
Frankfurter
calls.
SHABAZZ: Well, yeah.
BRUNO: Thank you.
#.
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Do you want to pass the bar with no hassles?
Then come enroll with

Barbrazon Celebrity
Impersonator Method.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

-

•

Pass On Peiper
Blitz Bar/Bri
Maul Marino.

All the bar review courses claim to have so called "great deals". But they all
force you to spend your valuable time studying and preparing. And let's face
it, that's just no fun. At Barbrazon, we understand what a drag studying can be.
As a result, to pass using Barbrazon, you need not study or buy lots of books
or any other crazy stuff like that. You only need pose momentarily while our
expert make-up artists prepares one of our outstanding attorneys to look just
like you. With Barbrazon, you pass the bar while sipping tropical drinks in the
Bahamas. Isn't that what you always really wanted?
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H ow do you really think John-John really did it?
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TACKY
(new torts)
by Diana R. Thompson

Mixing Godiva chocolate chips
with Good Humor ice cream.
Wearing Yves St. Laurent briefs
under Sears jeans.
A duet for Stradivarius
and synthesizer.
A barbecue
in a cemetery.
Sheer pantyhose
. on unshaven legs.
Watching a Joan Armatrading video
while listening to Muzak.
Hysterical giggling
during a wake.
Burping staccato allegro
during a harp solo.
Fat people
in form-fitting pants.
A poem
that refuses to stop.
© 19"J D.R. Thompson
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Contracts: Believe It o'r Not!

"A 1awyer, son, IS
. a
man who induces two
other men to strip for a
fight, and then runs off
with their clothes."

Q: Why does California
have all the lawyers and New
Jersey have all the toxic
waste dumps?

-rf1ere- -ft"ey

So
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O-fJat'n •
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::p>a.v-&:{ r1 01'01
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A: Because New Jersey had
first choice.

Attor-

n e y
Kellock
got his
client a
sus
pended
sen tence;
the y
hanged
him. -
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FORDHAM
LAW SCHOOL

BARlBRI'S 1991 NEW YORK PASS RATE FOR FIRST-TIME TAKERS
(State pass rate for first-time takers - 81 %)

AGAIN TIllS YEAR, BARIBRI STUDENTS OUTPERFORMED ALL
OTHER STUDENTS ON THE NEW YORK BAR EXAM.
WInCH IS WHY MORE PEOPLE TAKE BARIBRI THAN
ALL OTHER COURSES COMBINED.

BAR REVIEW
·New York's Largest and Most Personalized Bar Review·

